M AI N TEN A NC E Grounds & Outdoor Maintenance
Saws, Pruners & Loppers

14385

14387

Tri-Cut
Pole Saw

14388

Heavy-Duty
Pruner

Jameson Pole Saws and Pruners
• Pole saw kits feature Barracuda™ tri-cut saw blades
• Heavy-duty pruners cut limbs up to 11/4" in diameter
• Durable, lightweight fiberglass poles won’t crimp under
stress like aluminum poles

14389

Jameson pole saws and pruners are built to handle tough professional jobs.
Customize your system by choosing a pole saw kit or pruner best for your
application, and then order a fiberglass pole to go with it. A pole saw/pruner
package (stock # 23267) is available as a complete kit; it includes a pole
saw, pruner and telescoping pole.
Pole saws are equipped with Barracuda tri-cut saw blades for clean cutting
and optimum wear resistance. Saw heads feature lightweight aluminum
construction and a low profile for easy maneuverability in dense foliage.
The blades’ hook design helps to clear loose limbs
and branches.
Includes: pole saw head, saw blade and pole
adapter. Poles sold separately. Replacement blades
and an adjustable leather storage scabbard are
also available.

Optional
storage
scabbard

Pruner features a beveled hook for dual-cutting
action and a 20' rope attached via a fixed pulley.
This heavy-duty cutter is made from forged steel
components and has an ultra-stiff spring for smooth
cutting action.
Includes: pole adapter. Pole sold separately.
Telescoping poles are sold separately. These
11/4"Dia hollow-core fiberglass poles feature a double
lock system that prevents slippage. Simply extend
the pole sections to the desired length, twist the
top pole to engage the internal lock, and tighten the
outer cap to lock it secure. If you need to reach even
further, an optional 6-ft extension pole
(stock # 23287) is available.
Includes: female ferrule.
DESCRIPTION
POLE SAWS & PRUNERS (POLES SOLD SEPARATELY)
13" Tri-Cut Pole Saw
16" Tri-Cut Pole Saw
11/4" Heavy-Duty Pruner
POLES
3 to 6' Telescoping Pole
7 to 14' Telescoping Pole
6' Extension Pole
POLE SAW & PRUNER PACKAGE
13" Pole Saw Kit, 11/4" Pruner & 6 to 12' Telescoping Pole
REPLACEMENT ITEMS & ACCESSORIES
13" Tri-Cut Blade
13" Tri-Cut Blade with Hook
16" Tri-Cut Blade
Leather Pole Saw Scabbard

1098

Pruners and Loppers
• Lightweight, ergonomic construction
• Choose from anvil and bypass styles
A pair of hand pruners or loppers is a must for hacking hard, woody stems.
Choose from anvil and bypass styles. Anvil styles feature a single straight
cutting blade that closes down on a flat edge or anvil, and are ideal for
cutting dead or dry growth. Bypass styles use two curved blades that work
like a scissors. This style is the most popular and is recommended for green
or wet growth.
Choose pruners for trimming stems and small branches. Their serrated
blades grip branches for a controlled cut. Loppers feature long handles that
give you leverage to cut bigger stems. Oval-shaped handles and cushioned
grips minimize user fatigue. Their hardened and coated non-gumming blades
produce a clean cut with minimal force.
DESCRIPTION
PRUNERS
Bypass Pruner
Bypass Pruner
Anvil Pruner

CAPACITY

LENGTH

WT (LBS)

STOCK #

1"
3/4"
3/4"

81/2"
81/2"
81/2"

0.56
0.56
0.56

14385$
14386
14387

LOPPERS
Bypass Lopper
Anvil Lopper

11/2"
11/2"

29"
29"

2.63
3.13

14388$
14389

Telescoping poles
rotate for easy use

STOCK #

EACH

23261
23263
23271

$

23265
23269
23287

$

23267

$

23255
23281
23289
23285

$

See pages 1450-1458
in our Safety section
for a wide selection of

Safety Glasses.

In-house factory-authorized repairs and services—see page 172.

EACH

